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In 1961, IBM introduced Shoebox, a computer capable of mathematical functions and basic speech
recognition. It could understand 16 spoken words
and the numbers 0 to 9.

People in the US using
voice assistants

US users

Compare this to the present day, where the voice
assistant has become a major business arena in
which the heavyweights of consumer AI (Amazon,
Google, Apple, Samsung and Microsoft) 1 are fighting for market supremacy with constantly expanding skillsets and technologies.
The baseline statistics for voice assistant adoption
and usage show consistent growth and continue to
exhibit strong year-on-year uptake. A major report
estimated that in 2019:

111.8 million
people in the US will use a voice assistant
at least monthly this year.

That’s up 9.5% from 102 million in 2018. By
2021, the number of US voice assistant users
will reach 122.7 million, representing 42.2%
of US internet users and 36.6% of the US
population.2

122.7 m
42.2 %
36.6 %

% of US population
% of US internet users

LANDSCAPE

1.1 The Rise of Voice Assistants:
Executive Summary

In terms of demographic, the younger generation
have been quick to adopt smart speakers such
as Amazon Alexa, Echo Dot, and Google Home
with 34% of U.S. 18 – 29-year-olds owning a smart
speaker at the beginning of 2019. However, daily
usage remains strong among the over-60s demographic, with 46.6% of over-60-year-old smart
speaker owners becoming daily users, compared
to 43.1% of 18 – 29-year-olds.3

Voice assistant use cases continue to expand
as skillsets and hardware evolve. Web searches
remain the primary use case, yet predictions of
growth in this area vary widely. In her 2016 Internet
Trends Report, Mary Meeker quoted Andrew Ng’s
estimate that by 2020:

»

At least 50% of all searches are going to
be either through images or speech.« 4

Even if Meeker and Ng had dramatically over-
estimated, one fact remains: voice assistant technology has arrived, and it is a powerful new market.
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1.2 Automotive Voice Assistance

The success of home, consumer-grade voice assistants has acted as a catalyst for automotive OEMs,
For automotive OEMs worldwide, AI-enabled
suppliers and aftermarket technology players
value opportunity will reach total accumulatto embark on an arms race to meet consumer
ed value potential of around
demand and install in-car voice assistance in their
vehicles. Mercedes-Benz partnered with Nuance
and NVIDIA to create MBUX, both BMW and
General Motors are working with IBM to integrate
Watson/Big Blue technology and sensors, Ford are
building their Qualcomm-powered cloud solution
and Honda announced the Honda Automated
Network Assistant (HANA) at CES 2018, featuring
Google Assistant functionality5.

$25 billion
by 2025

However, developments in AI-powered voice
technology are not limited to global technology
giants. As Capgemini noted:

»

Automotive firms leverage startup-developed knowledge to remain competitive...
in particular, customer experience and mobility
services. Overall, the automotive industry has invested more than $10 billion in these two areas
alone in the last 5 years.« 6
Rapid iterations in technology stacks can be achieved
through collaboration with middleware providers
with expertise in exploiting the value opportunities
created by this new landscape of voice assistance.
McKinsey explored how automotive and mobility can
capture these opportunities, concluding:

New WhatsApp message
from John. Shall I read it?

»

This is equal to the value of approximately
nine EBIT percentage points on an industry level or to an additional average productivity
increase of approximately 1.3 percent per year
(most of the optimization deriving from optimization of processes).« 7

The in-vehicle attention economy is a captive
market that OEMs and automotive professionals
must find a way of tapping into – the market is
too large to ignore.

A larger share of U.S. consumers habitually
use voice assistants in cars because the
tech enables safer driving and increased
convenience. In total:

53% of people
in 2019
use voice assistants in their car.8
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In tandem with the proliferation of the IoT ecosystem, fleet management is experiencing its own
rapid transition towards AI-augmented processes
across the supply chain:

»

... the global smart fleet management
market was estimated at $7.76 billion at
2015 and is expected to hit $34.63 billion in
2022, garnering a CAGR of 24.5% from 2016
to 2022.« 9

and diagnostics. By connectivity, it is classified into
short, long, and cloud. By solution, it is carved up
into tracking and optimization. By geography, it is
analyzed across North-America, Europe, Asia-Pacific, and LAMEA.12
In order to take advantage of emergent markets,
traditional fleets are segmenting into micro-vertical
industries. These can be broken down:

• Commercial urban delivery (DHL, FedEx)

As part of the transport and mobility market,
in 2010, the inconceivable amount of:

• Shared mobility (car2go, DriveNow)

€6.4 trillion

• Ride Hailing (Uber, Lyft)
• Long-haul trucking (Schenker, DHL, XPO)
• Rental car / van (Enterprise, Hertz)

was spent on the transport of humans and
goods, which equals almost:

• Sales & Customer service fleets (Bosch,
Miele, ThyssenKrupp, Kone, Würth, Arrows)

€1000 per person

• Urban micro fleets (Independents, SMBs)
• Overland busses (Greyhound, Flixbus)

on the planet. Mobility now accounts for
13 % of global GDP. 10

»

97% of organizations using telematics
consider it beneficial and 38% of those
who’ve employed a fleet management solution
realized a positive ROI in under a year « 11
Traditional automotive fleet management can be
categorized as follows: Based on hardware, it is
categorized into tracking, optimization, ADAS,

• Independent truck haulage
(SMBs, Independents)

Increased driver segmentation requires agile fleet
management solutions to help tackle efficiency,
safety and telematics requirements. AI-powered
voice assistance can be deployed in both embedded and retrofit forms to improve mission-critical
fleets KPIs, from logistical updates (“Your next
delivery is at 12, Hill Road – shall I navigate you
there?”) to communications and messaging (“You
have a new message from dispatch. Shall I read
it?”) Touchless, glanceable voice interfaces can
create major gains for fleet management.
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1.3 Emerging Market:
Fleet Management

Allied Market Research
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Verizon Connect
Bloomberg

Astute and cost-effective fleet management goes
beyond costs of vehicle acquisition and operation.
Every aspect of lifecycle strategy must be analyzed,
with the goal of increasing efficiency, maximising
safety and improving driver experience, while complying at all times with relevant regulatory bodies.
When deciding on solutions to impact these mission-critical areas, fleet managers need to ask the
following questions:

Fleet managers are now being presented
with an overwhelmingly large number of
new opportunities.
Deloitte25 examined the ecosystem and
summarised these potential new gains into:

» Will the technology improve efficiency?
» Does the solution fit our current needs,

Fleet Managers

and is it scalable in the future?

» Will the solution improve the status quo,

• React to sales channel shift from private to
corporate and prepare for self-driving fleets

» How will the technology directly empower

• Expand the value chain via voice, with focus
on services and improved residual value

» To what factor will the solution create ROI?

• Secure customer access to data, driver
behavior and analytics

or create an unnecessary complexity-layer?
our workforce?

Traditional fleet concerns cover fuel expenditure,
dispatch routing, maintenance schedules, driver
logs and safety. However as technology improves
at pace, AI voice assistance is creating new data
points for fleet managers: better communication
between dispatch – driver – destination, live eco
scores, live ETAs and live telematics.

Platform Providers
• Leverage mobility information generated
by assistant data for core business
• Prepare (autonomous) shared fleets to own
a new generation of in-vehicle services

Fleet Management Market Growth 2015-2224

• Provide deep knowledge in partner
management and integration

Market Size ($, billions)
40 bn

• Expertise in data management and analytics
(telematics)

30 bn
20 bn

CAGR: 24.5%

10 bn
0
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FLEETSOLUTIONS

2.1 Fleet efficiency: The Status Quo

FLEETSOLUTIONS

2.2 The Impact of Voice Assistance on:
Efficiency

The ideal voice-based Human Machine Interface
(HMI) requires an end-to-end stack built around
Natural Language Processing (NLP) and powered
by both deep learning and domain expertise.
Efficiency and Telematics are two of the biggest
concerns for successfully future-proofed fleet operations26, and correctly-implemented Voice Assistance platforms will target these criteria with:

The goal of such a platform is to tackle fleet KPIs
with minimal driver disruption, culminating in the
following example use-case scenario:
On your next stop there are 5 parcels
on 3 addresses within 400 meters.
Ok
For the parcel to Daniel Mieves, go to the
2nd courtyard and take the left entrance.

Multimodal dialogue management
Embedded customization

Ok
Was the delivery information for
Daniel Mieves correct?

Modular architecture

Nie, to było wejście po
Ok
prawej stronie.

Cloud technology

Ok, updating to
“Entrance on the right side”.

Deep automotive data set

A touchless voice-based HMI facilitates a more efficient driver experience, gathering and delivering
telematics based on GPS and vehicle performance
to dispatch, while keeping the driver informed of
their performance and connected to both dispatch
and end-user. Live telematics and diagnostics built
into embedded or retrofit voice assistants facilitate
easy monitoring of driver logs, including routing
history, average journey time, eco scores and fuel
consumption.

Single unified platform
Hybrid / Offline use cases

New WhatsApp message
from John. Shall I read it?

For fleet managers, voice assistance results in
performance optimizations and efficiency gains
across the logistical chain.
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2.3 The Impact of Voice Assistance on:
Safety

Fleet risk management, safety and compliance
with regulatory bodies is a second area where
voice technology can deliver rapid ROI and tackle
mandatory KPIs. From long haul to public transport, correct fleet safety management encompasses the driver, vehicle and all road users.
Distracted driving is a major hazard. According to
the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
(NHTSA), three types of distracted driving exist:

Manual distraction
When a driver takes their hands off the wheel
to adjust the radio or reach for an item.
Visual distraction
When a driver takes their eyes off the road
to look at an accident or glance at a text
message.
Cognitive distraction
When a driver takes their mind off the act of
driving to daydream, think about a problem
at work or consider their grocery list.27

Fleet accidents are both inevitable and expensive:

»

20 percent of a company’s fleet will be
involved in an accident this year... The
average crash costs employers about $16,500
and jumps to more than $74,000 for a crash
with injuries and even $500,000 or more if
there is a fatality.« 28

The consequences can also be fatal.
The NHTSA reported in the USA alone,
distracted driving claimed

3166 lives
in 2017.
29

Coupled with these fatal risks, the extra safety
factor of speed limit violations is of substantial
financial concern for fleet managers. This presents
another metric in which a well-optimized voice-
controlled HMI can achieve substantial gains
– one UK fleet operator recently reported a 97%
reduction in speeding after implementing basic
live telematics.30
A recent TechRadar Pro investigation summarized:

»

Improved voice recognition is a powerful
tool for the mobile worker, enabling hands
free input of data, activation of tasks and communication with managers.« 31
However, it is our conclusion that the deployment
of glanceable, semi-touchless interfaces is not
enough to guarantee instant impact on safety KPIs.
The new breed of AI-powered VPAs must also be
contextually-aware. When a driver is navigating a
busy intersection, for example, voice technology
needs to learn when to deliver notifications and
information, and when to be silent. This is the next
step for safer voice assistance.

16
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2.4 The Impact of Voice Assistance on:
Driver UX, Churn and Training

How can a fleet operator stand out to a potential
new driver during the recruitment process? In an era
where segmented fleets have proliferated, catalysed
by the sharing economy explosion, professional
drivers are a valuable commodity for fleet managers. A competitive edge can therefore be gained
by offering a contemporary driver experience which
meets the technological expectations of the driver
while delivering the telematics requirements of
the operator.

Monthly Active Voice Assistant US Adult Users 32

45.7 million
77 million

252 million
US Adult population

In-Car Users

8

Users on smart speakers
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In a crowded and increasingly diversified sector,
operations providing advanced driver UX will see a
competitive advantage in recruitment and retention of staff. Voice-powered, touchless services
contributing to advancing driver UX will include:

» WhatsApp / SMS Messaging
» Hands free phone calls
» Live rerouting
» Dictated navigation
» Two way dispatch updates
» Live traffic
» Weather warnings
» Music playback

Successful fleet managers realize that professional
drivers are consumers with the same needs and
expectations as other road users, and treat them
accordingly. As has long been established in the
science of personnel management: happiness
equals productivity and reduces churn rate.33

21
22

Deloitte
Forbes

Automotive OEMs are engaged in a race to deliver
the most advanced driver experience possible. The
expectations of an increasingly well-connected user
ecosystem outside of the car – at home, in work,
on mobile – need to met with feature rich, platform
agnostic services delivered in vehicle. This is a new
dawn for Automotive: modern mobility, with voice
technology in the driving seat, powering consumer
choice and creating new attention economies and
data points along the way.

Projected growth of

$26.5 billion
in the market for automotive AI hardware,
software, and services by 2025.

13 of 15

highest valued automotive brands today
are investing heavily in voice. 13

Key challenges for automotive are:

» How to implement best in-vehicle
voice technology

» How to arbitrate diverse tasks among
multiple voice assistants

» Data loss, or: how to avoid losing data to
Amazon, Google etc.

AUTOMOTIVE

3.1 Automotive Demands:
The Status Quo

The overarching strategy of Automotive thus far has
been consistent with OEM development cycles in
general: relatively slow, with heavy investment in
proprietary solutions saddled with inherent Non Recurring Engineering (NRE) costs. Automotive OEMs
adopt these routes for the good reason that their
projects are simply too big to fail.

However, such conservative strategies are at odds
with rapid technological iterations. Whilst OEMs
have embraced Toyota’s lean manufacturing principles 14, the methodology of lean startups 15 remains
at odds with Automotive production and innovation.
Recognising this, OEMs have begun investing in startups who bring expertise in scalable,
technology-driven markets and, according to
CapGemini:

»

OEMs have invested more than $10 billion
in customer experience and mobility services alone in the last 5 years.« 16

A significant market for modular, whitelabel solutions
has emerged in the form of easily integrable middleware, allowing for straightforward deployments,
rapid scalability and, most importantly, the ability to
bypass lengthy automotive development cycles.

23
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3.2 The Impact of Voice Assistance on:
Data Lock-Out

Automotive OEMs are at risk of losing valuable
data and user behavior in this new era of connected driving.

Voice Assistance Usage Worldwide18
8 bn
6 bn

59% of US consumers
more likely to purchase a new car from a
brand that supports their favored smart
speaker voice assistant.

76% of US consumers

interested in seeing their smart speaker voice
assistant accessible through their next car. 17

Proliferating consumer choice and growing expectation levels have dictated the strategy for voice
assistant integration in car, triggering a rush of
collaborations signed with different partners (see
Landscape – 1.2). However, the dilemma for OEMs
remains: how to hold on to potentially mission-
critical data while providing customers with the
consumer-grade interface choices they expect.
New non-Automotive players such as Android Auto
and Alexa Auto are staking major claims in this
terri-tory, and when placed in the context of wider
voice technology adoption, the outlook could appear somewhat worrying for the Automotive giants:

4 bn
2 bn
0
2019

2020

2021

2022

2023

To tackle this trend, OEMs are turning to automotive voice technology experts to help build robust
and flexible solutions, incorporating:

» Assistant Integration

Building infrastructure to support OEM-specific
skills, whether in user persona (e.g. search for
help in a digitized manual – “What kind of oil
should I get?”) or an OEM service (“I need roadside assistance”).

» Multi-Assistant Platforms

Allowing the driver to configure and choose multiple assistants, e.g. Alexa to control the smart home,
Siri to send messages on the smartphone etc.

» OEM / Consumer Assistance

Resulting in “Hey Siri” but also, for example, “Hey
Kia” working collaboratively to arbitrate tasks.

» Compliant Data

Data must be handled with full-GDPR compliance without losing unique metadata, even if the
requests are carried out by e.g. Alexa Auto or
Android Auto.

» Safety Feeds for Assistants

Contextual notification delivery. It may not
be wise for a driver to check emails or record
WhatsApp voice messages while navigating busy
intersections or specific urban environments.

27
28
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3.3 The Impact of Voice Assistance on:
Arbitration & Orchestration

Voice technology has reached a point where a new
generation of name-agnostic assistants can recognize when they are being addressed, and what tasks
they need to engage with.

The ultimate goal
An AI-augmented embedded or retrofit
system that can conduct orchestration of tasks
between proprietary and consumer assistants.

AI-enabled value opportunity will reach total
accumulated value potential of around

25 billion

by 2025 for automotive OEMs worldwide,
which is equal to the value of approximately

9 EBIT

percentage points on an industry level. 20
Switching effortlessly between services and platforms, an automotive voice interface that arbitrates
can deliver the best features to the user.
Forecast: Global Connected Car Shipments 19
Make a phone call
Ask for directions / navigation
Send a text
Start playing music
Ask about restaurants
Start playing a radio station
Start playing a podcast
Ask about movies
Place an order for food / beverage for pick-up
None of these
Shop for products
Control smart home devices

11
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73.7%
50.3%
41.2%
28.7%
17.6%
8.3%

It is an area that Automotive OEMs have been
somewhat reluctant to engage with. Initially there
was market hesitation to allow external consumer assistants into the car. Then came an attempt to dominate the car with proprietary, closed ecosystems.
The ultimate winner of today's combined engineering sprint will more likely understand and
accept that, as with the multitude of assistants
that operate harmoniously on consumer laptops
and smartphones, a vehicle is no longer a closed
ecosystem. Consumer choice will always dictate
this growth.

Furthermore, an arbitrated system has the potential
to apply Machine Learning from external domains
to gain a fuller picture of driver needs, pain points
and behaviors.

6.4%
5.5%
4.3%
3.6%

In terms of true global rollouts, there are challenges
that remain for OEMs: multi-language support or
compliance with sub-3G connectivity, for example. However the landscape for automotive voice
assistance remains broadly positive for Automotive
OEMs, and a rich opportunity for growth and ROI.

2.3%
2.3%
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3.4 The Impact of Voice Assistance on:
Consumer vs
Proprietary Assistance
The attention economy potential of voice-assisted
HMIs is significant.

costly to develop and iterate, they are also slow to
deploy and inherently resistant to innovation.

External consumer-grade providers present different obstacles: data lock-out, non-adapted technologies designed for domestic environments, and
closed ecosystems and APIs.

Analysts Frost & Sullivan estimate that for in-car data
monetization alone, market opportunities will grow
from currently

$2 billion to
$32 billion

An alternative route to market penetration exists:
partnerships with automotive voice assistant specialists who deliver both a consumer-grade experience in tandem with a branded OEM assistant.

Rashmi Rao, Senior Director of Harman, summarized
that Harman’s key mission is in the delivery of:

»

by 2025. 21

The synergy between multiple voice
assistants, so that we can give the
end-consumer the choice they demand. « 22

In the arms race to implement a comprehensive
driver UX, OEMs have adopted two clear strategies
to capture this emergent market: partnering with
external providers and integrating their consumer
technologies, or developing an in-house proprietary solution.

It is in this arena, driven by consumer choice, responsive to technology shifts, and operating under
lean and agile methodologies, that Automotive
OEMs can start to find their voices in the crowded
assistant market.

The drawbacks of developing an in-house, proprietary system are numerous. Not only are such systems

31
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Forecast: Global Connected Car Shipments 23
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